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A PSEUDOCONVEX - PSEUDOCONCAVE
GENERALIZATION OF GRAUERT’S DIRECT

IMAGE THEOREM

YUM - TONG SIU

In this paper we prove the following pseudoconvex-pseudoconcave
generalization of Grauert’s direct image theorem.

MAIN THEOREM. Suppose X is a (not necessarily reduced) coniplex space,
S is a nonsingular (or perfect) complex space of pure dimension n ~ 1, and
n : X -+ S is a holomorphic map. X--~ (a, b) is a e 2 function
(where a E I- oo) b E R U loo)) such that

(i) the restriction of 11 to (a’  q;  b’l is proper for every a  a’ 

(ii) for some a  a*  b~"  b, 99 is strictly p pseudoconvex on 199 &#x3E; b*l
and is strictly q-pseudoconvex on 199  a*), and

(iii) {q?  c~ is the topological closure of 199  c) for every b*  c  b.

Suppose ~’ is a coherent analytic sheaf on X such that ~~ is n-flat on

199 a*) and codh 9 r on (q~ a*). Then

(a) for a  cf  c  a.  b*  d  d’  b and _p  l  r-q -3n +1
the lth direct image (a c d )1 under n is cohe-

rent on S and the sheaf homomorphism (~~; )i --~ (CJ) induced by restri.
ction is a sheaf- isomorp his m ; and

(b) for p  1 the lth direct image of gitnder
n is coherent on S and the sheaf homomorphism a (£F) - induced by
restriction is a sheaf-isomorphism for

Pervenuto alla Redazione il 20 Marzo 1971.
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The Main Theorem slightly falls short of proving the general conjecture
in generalizing Grauert’s direct image theorem [3] to the pseudoconvex-
pseudoconcave case. The general conjecture predicts the coherence of 1tl (:1)
for jp  l ; ~ - q - n and assumes neither the a-flatness of :1 near the

pseudoconcave boundary nor any condition on S other than dim S = n.
For the Main Theorem, the case where (S, 0) is perfect (i. e. codh C~8 =

dim,, S for every s E S) is no more general than the case where S is

nonsingnlar, because a perfect space can be locally represented as a branched
covering over a nonsingular space with a flat covering map and because
an analytic sheaf on a branched covering is coherent if and only if its
zeroth direct image under the covering map is coherent [12, Lemma (1.1)].

The condition that {9?  el is the topological closure of (q  c~ is put
in as an assumption of the Main Theorem because of a recent observation

made by Fischer [2] on [1]. It is conjectured that the condition is unnecessary.
The proof of the Main Theorem has two steps. The first step is to

prove an analog of Grauert’s Hauptlemma [3, p. 47] (see (i) and (ii) in the
proof of the Main Theorem of this paper). The second step is to derive

the coherence of the direct images from that analog of Grauert’s Hauptlemma.
Since the first step is trivially analagous to the corresponding one in [8]
(Proposition (14.1)~, and its Corollary), we do not carry out the first step
here. The second step depends on the following general abstract theorem

on direct images whose proof occupies the major portion of this paper:

COHERENCE THEOREM, Suppose X is a complex space, G is an open
subset of Cn, G is a holomorphic map. Suppose X is an open

subset of X such that the restriction of ;; to X- is proper.
nonnegatiroe integer and 9 is a coherent

analytic sheaf on Suppose the followiug two conditions are

satisfied.
(i) For every finitely generated over nOt (where nO is

the structure sheaf of Cn).
(ii) For every t E G and every open neighborhood U of t in G there

exists an open neighborhood U’ of t in U such that for l  q  l + n the

T ( U’, of Hq (n-1 ( U’~, i#) generated by the image of ( U),
finitely generated over 1~ ( U’, 

Then coherent on G.

The proof of the Coherence Theorem is essentially algebraic in nature.
At the end of this paper the result of [12] is coupled with the Main
Theorem to yield the semi-continuity of dimensions of sheaf cohomology
groups of paeudoconvex-pseudoconcave spaces under holomorphic deformation.
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A number of other partial results on the general conjecture of gene
ralizing Grauert’s direct image theorem have been obtained by Ling [7],
Markoe-Rossi [8], and the author [9], [10], [11]. However, the Main Theorem
in this paper does not imply the other partial results because of the loss
of the coherence of some direct images with dimensions close to the bounds
imposed by the pseudoconvexity and pseudoconcavity. Kiehl [4] has obtained
a different kind of generalization of Grauert’s direct image theorem, na-

mely to the case where the map remains proper but the spaces are not

complex-analytic and the sheaves are pseudocoherent instead of coherent.

After I finished this manuscript, I received a preprint from Knorr [6]
in which he obtained a pure pseudoconvex generalization of Grauert’s direct
image theorem.

In this paper, N denotes the set of all positive integers and N~ de-
notes the set of all nonnegative integers. R+ denotes the set of all positive

denote the coordinates of Cn .
The following lemma is a trivial modification of [9, Proposition 1.1].

LEMMA 1. (Coherence Criterion). Suppose G is an open of Cn and
q is an analytic sheaf on G. Then q is coherent at a of Gl if and
only if there exist Stein open neighborhoods U’ c U of to ... , ~k E

satisfying the following two conditions :

(i) 
(ii) For and every v E N there exzsts N luck that

for with (where m (t) is the maximum
sheaf of ideals on C" whose zero-set is ~t~), there ..., ak E ~’ ( IT’, 
with = 

we denote by 8 (o) the open polydisc with
polyradius e, i.e.

If e’ = (e1 ... R+ , then we say that e’ e if ei  ei for 1 __ I  n,
and we say that e’  O if ei for 1  i  n.

If (di , ... , dn) E N2 and (di , ... , E N:, then we say that (di , ... d~, ) 
 (dt, ..., if d~ _ ds for 1  i  n.

LEMMA 2. Suppose finitely generated 
module, and I’ is a Suppose homomor-

phism over when naturally regarded as a 
If of I, then the 

of I’ generated by a (J) is finitely generated over jr(~(p~)y~0).
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PROOF : Since I is finitely generated over (e), nO), there exists a

Let G be the analytic sub-
sheaf of generated by P-1 (J). Being generated by global sections,
~ is coherent,

Since a : I- I’ is a induces uniquely
a r (K (p)y nÔ)-homomorphism o : .T(jE"(), - I’ such that afl = oi,
where is the restriction map.

Let be induced Since

by Theorem B of Cartan-Oka ~’(.g(~o’), q) is finitely generated over 
and Ima’V and a (J) generate the same of I, the
lemma follows. Q.E.D.

In Lemma 2 through Proposition 4 we assume the following : 
"J

"J "J ~ 
n 

N

(i)  : 3r --&#x3E; g (p) is a holomorphic map, where e E R+ and X is a
complex space.

(ii) X is an open subset of ji such that the restriction of yi to X-
is proper.

(iii) is a coherent analytic sheaf on X.

in Rn+ let X (e) = (K (o))· Sup-
n 

~

pose o° E R,+ and eO  e.
We introduce the following statement,

(*)q For every e  QO in It+. there exists (1’ = Yq (e) :!!~~ LO in R+ such that
the of Hq (.~ (e’); generated by the image of H q (X (e),

finitely generated over ~’ (.g (o’), 

LEMMA 2. Suppose (*)q holds. If a1, ... , d k E ~l~* , to == (to , E K 

and Lo  QO in 11+, then there exists g (d1, ... , dk ; o) E N* such that

for any d E N~ with d &#x3E; g one has

where is defined by multip licac-
2

tion by Hq(X (el), is defined by multi-

p lication by (tk+l - and 6 : Hq (X (o ), iF) -~ H q (X (o’), iF) is induced

by restriction.

PROOF : Let e* = 7q (e) and let I be the r (K (g*) nO).8ubniodule gene-
rated by the image of ~’) --~ For d E N* let
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Let J = U Jd. By Lemma 1 the generated by
d 

the image of J --~ ~ q (g (o’), 7) (induced by the restriction map 9~)
- Hq (x(o’), ~)) is finitely generated over r (K (g’), nO). Hence

there exists gEN. such that for every d &#x3E;_ g in N~ the image of

J~2013~jS~(~(~y) and the image of generate the same
of Hq(X(e’). It is easily verified that g sati-

sfies the requirement. Q. D.

We call a k-tuple A _ (A1, ... , lk) an integral echelon function of order

lc if Â1 f E N. is a map from to N, for 1  i  n. Denote by Ak
the set of all integral echelon functions of order k. For (dt , ... , E N~ we
say that (d1, ... , if di ? ~,1 li (dt , y... ~ for 1  i  n.

We consider the following three statements.

R+, to E K (p~)~ and E N~ , then there exist

... , _ ~k~ q (d1, ... , dk ; ~)  (d1, ... , dk) in N,~ and e’ = 

~,+ such that
(i) for E Ak there ~,’ E Ak (which depends on À, k, and

q) satisfying the condition that (di , ... , dle ; g) ? ~ for (di , ..., dk) &#x3E; ~,’ ; and
(ii) one has Im pc. 1m OG in

where a comes from the quotient map comes

fronl the inclusion X(e) c--+ X (e) and the quotient map (ti - 

If and d1, ,.. , dk E N~ , then there exist

(ei , .,. , ek) = (dt, ... , dk e)  (dt, ... , dk) 2n N~ and e’ = (~) 
that

(i) for E Ak there exists (which depends anct

q) satisfying the condition tha,t (di , ... , dk ; o) &#x3E; ~, for (d~ , ... , dk ) ? ~~’ ~ J
and

where a comes from the inclusion and ,8 comes from the
quotient ~ty - 

6. Annali della Scuola Norm Sup di Pisa.
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and d1, ... , dk E N~ , then there exist
(e1 ~ ·.. , ek) = ~~, q (d1 ~ ·.. , ,dk; ~) ~ (d1,..., dk) = 4( q di , ... ,dk Np
and e’ -= R+ such that

(i) for E Ak there exists Â’ E dx (which depends and

q) satisfying the condition that Ok, q (di , ... , dle ; o) &#x3E; ~ for (di , ... , ~,’ ; and

(ii) for any d &#x3E; h in N one has Ker ad c Ker (flah) where

is defined by multiplication by (tk+l - and

comes from the inclusion X(e’) and the quotient map

We observe that, since is relatively compact in X 
and there exists f = E2 (fi~ , ... , d~) such that

is not a zero-divisor for (4+i2013~+i/(~~i(~~9L for

PROPOSITION 1. (I)I-i and 

PROOF. Let f = ~k~ 1 (d1, ... , dk_I). We can assume without loss of

generality that because we can always set e~ = 0 (I  i  k) and
e’ == e if this condition is not satisfied. = CPk-l, q (e) and o’ = 
Let

and ek = dk - f. We are going to prove that e, , ... , ek and o’ satisfy the
requirements. Condition (i) is clearly satisfied.
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Consider the following commutative diagram with an exact second row :

where are defined by multiplication by (tk comes from the

inclusion (tk - tk )f ~ ~-~ ~, c and b come from the exact sequence

a comes from the quotient and fl comes from the quotient
map £F- - t2 )di ~’. Since (tk - t2) is not a zero-divisor for (tk - ~x
for x E X (~o°), ~ is an isomorphism.

Hence

Next consider the commutative diagram

where p, comes from the inclusion ~2013~ ~(~)? ~ comes from the quo-
tient and o comes from the inclusion and

the quotient ~.

By the choice of ~ ... dk and e*, we have Im o e Im Y. It follows

from (#) that
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Hence

Let a*: ~ g (.~ (o~), iF) -+ Hq (X (o’), :1) be induced by the inclusion X (e’) 
~-~ ~ (~O~‘). By the choice of e1 , ..., ek-, and o’, we have

Since the restriction map a : Hq (X (e), 7) --~ Hq (~(~o’), ~’) equais a* p, it

follows from (t) that

Q. E. D.

PROPOSITION 2. (I)I-i and 

PROOF. Let f = ... , dk-l) and h = Llk-1, q+l (d~ , ..., g).
We can assume without loss of generality that dk &#x3E; f -E- h, because we can
always set e~ = 4 ~1  i  lc) and e’ = (2 if this condition is not satisfied.

Let (2* = (o) and (2’ _ ~k-1, q ~~~)· Let

and ek = dk - f - h. We are going to prove that ei ... ek and (2/ satisfy
the requirements. Clearly condition (i) is satisfied.

Let

Consider the following commutative diagram :
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where b is induced by (tk - t§ ) ’k ~c~ ~, p is induced by (tk - tk)f ~ c_ Ci,
x and v are defined by multiplication by (tk - is defined by

multiplication by is defined by multiplication by 
is induced by the inclusion X (~o~) c- X(e) and the quotient ~,
and o is induced by the inclusion X(fl*) 2013 and the map (tk - 

@ - (tk - tx )ek c~ which is the composite of the quotient map (tk )ek (j-+
-~ (tk - t2 )ek OR and the inclusion map (tk - c-+ (tk ~. Since

is not a zero-divisor of for is an isomor~

phism. By the choice of ... h, and e*, we have Ker v e Ker 
Hence

Consider the following commutative diagram with exact rows :

where the first row comes from the exact sequence

the second row from the exact sequence

and f3* is induced by the inclusion X(o*) and the quotient map
CJ/(tk - - CR. Since o(Ker b) = 0, it follows that c

c 1m a*.
Consider the following commutative diagram
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where all maps are induced by quotient maps (and inclusion maps).
By the choice of e~ , ... , ek_1 and o’, we, have Im a’. ’

It follows that

Q. E. D.

PROPOSITION 3. (1)~ ~ (11)%, and &#x3E; 

PROOF. Let e* # --. rq ~).
Let

We are going to prove that e1, ... , ek , h and o’ satisfy the requirements.
Clearly condition (i) is satisfied.

Take d ? h in N 1:. 1. Let

be restriction maps. Let
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be defined by multiplication by (~+12013~+1)~. 
92 = (ti )~l CJ, and c5 = l(t, 2013 ~ )’* CJ. Let

be induced by the quotient Let

be induced by the inclusion X (o’) C--~ X ((1*) and the quotient map J- c3.
By the choice of e1, ... ek and y we have

By the choice of h and e’, it follows that

Hence

Let (j) - be induced by the inclusion ~’ (o~’) ~--~
C--~ X (e) and the quotient CR. Let ad : Hq (X (e), q) -+ H q (X (e), g)
be defined by multiplication by . Let @)-
--~ gq (X (o’), cS) be induced by the inclusion .~(~o’) c-+X(e) and the quo-
tient map By the choice of di , ... , dk and Q*, we have Im 8 c Im r.

It follows that

Hence

Q. E. D.

PROPOSITION 4. and for l  q  ~ --~ n, then (I)k ,
and hold for 0 + n - k.

PROOF. Since and hold trivially for any q E N~ , the proposition
follows readily from Propositions 1, 2, 3 und induction on k.

Q.E.D.
PROOF OF COHERENCE THEOREM.

We can assume that K (eO) is a relatively compact subset of G for some
eO E R+ and we need only prove the coherence of at 0. Since (*)i holds
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and nz is finitely generated over according to [9, Proposition 2.3],
after shrinking QO, we can find such that for every

e in R+ there exists y (e)  o in satisfying the condition that the

T (K (y (o)), nO).submodule of H I (X (y (e)), generated by the images of

in Hl contains the image of Hl 
Choose such that e’  7 Lo 1 (00), and e’  where

lpn, and 1pn, i are respectively from (I)n and (II)n (obtained from Propo-
sition 4). Let ~O" = Y (~O’)· be the

natural map. Let ~z = r~ (~), 1  i  lc. We are going to prove that ~1, ... , ~k
satisfy conditions (i) and (ii) of Lemma 1 and with U’=

as the two Stein open neighborhoods of 0.
Let the maps in the diagram

be restriction maps. Fix arbitrary Let be the maximum

sheaf of ideals on C’~ with zero set it,).
(a) To verify condition (i) of Lemma 1, take 

For some open neighborhood W of t° in I~ (O"), ~ is induced by some f E
By using a coordinate system of Cn centered at t° and

applying (II)n (obtained from Proposition 4), we obtain an open neighborhood
W’ of tO in W and

such that 1 (1  i  n) and one has

where

is induced by the inclusion n-1 ( ~’’) c--~ n-l ( W) and

is induced by the quotient By using (I)~(ob-
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tained from Proposition 4), we obtain

such that (1  i  n) and one has Im Im a’, where

and

are induced respectively by the quotient maps (ti - 

and 
-

be induced respectively by yi-~(~)c:2013~jr(~’) and 

Let $* be the image of F in 

exists E H l (X (,o’), 7) such that P’ (8*) == a’ (C). Hence (C)) = 0. It

follows that

Since Q" = y (e’), there exist at,..., ak E r (.K (e"),:1) such that r" (c) ==
N

= ai r (;i).
Consequently

Since E is an arbitrary element of we have

By Nakayama’s lemma = (Z(11 1 nO Condition (i) of Lemma 1

is proved.
(b) To prove condition (ii) of Lemma 1~ take y6N. By using (ob-

tained from Proposition 4), we can find

such that d; &#x3E; ei &#x3E; v (1  i  n) and one has
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where

is induced by the quotient c,~~~~ - t/ )d, CJ. Choose d E N~ such
that d _&#x3E; v and m ~’~=1 (ti - t~ )dy 

Take $ - where ai E F (K (p~)~  i  7~ such that $to E

Then 7(f)=0. Hence

Since ei v (1  i  n) and

it follows that

Consequently

Condition (ii) of lemma 1 is proved. Q. E. D.

PROOF OF MAIN THEOREM.

As remarked earlier, the case where S is perfect is no more general
than the case where S is nonsingular. We can assume without loss of gene-
rality that S is an open polydisc in Cn .

Fix arbitrarily  c  a*  b*  d  b. Let Xed = (c  w  d) and

By using the techniques of [1] and trivially modifying the

arguments used in the proofs leading to [9, Proposition 12.1 and Corol
lary to Proposition (14.1)n], we obtain the following two statements for
~ ~ ~ ~ 2013 ~ 2013 2~ -{- 1 :

(i) (nf)i (g)t is finitely generated over not for t E S.

(ii) For every t and every open neighborhood U of t in S there
exists an open neighborhood U’ of t in U such that the T(U’, nO) submo
dule of HI i ((n: )-1 (U’), iF) generated by the image of ( ~), ~ )-~
HI ( Il’), iF) is finitely generated over 

By the Coherence Theorem, (nd), (J) is coherent on S for p  l  r -

- q - 3n + 1.
For t° E 8 and 6{,..., ek E N, by applying conclusion (i) above to the

sheaf (t~ - 7 and the map X--~ 6 (S) (where a : Cn - Cn-k is the
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projection onto the last n - k coordinates), we conclude that -

ti is finitely generated over for p  l  r - q - 2n + 1.
By the methods and results of [1], for t° E S and the

restriction map

is an isomorphism for 1  r - q - n and a  c’  c  d  d’  b. By
[9, Proposition 4.1] the sheaf-homomorphism - (J) is injective
for p__lr----2n-[-1 and ac’cdd’b.

By using the techniques of [1] we conclude easily that for any rela-

tively compact Stein open subset (~ of S, the restriction map H l (7r-l (6), 
-H (6), J) is surjective for p  I  r - q - n and is bijective
for p  l  r - q - n (cf. the proof of [9, Proposition 11.12])

Q. E. D.
The following theorem is a consequence of the Main Theorem and the

results of [12] (and [1]).

SEMI-CONTINUITY THEOREM. Suppose the assumptions of the Main Theo-
rem are satisfied and, in addition, S is nonsingular and is a-fiat on X.
For s E Sand 1 E N;~ let di (s) be the dimension of H l (s), (s) over

C, where m (s) is the maximum sheaf of ideals on S whose zero-set is (s).
I’hen the following three conclusions hold.

(i) For p :!!~~ l  r - 4n + 1 the function dz is finite-valued upper
semi continuous on S and for every kEN. the subset of S where d,  k is a

subvariety of S.
(ii) If di is constant on S for some p  l  r - 4n + 1, then llz (CJ) is

locally free on S.
(iii) If p  k  l  r - q - 4 and the functions dk and di are con-

stant on S, then the partial Euler-Poincaré characteristic (- 1)i di is

locally constant on S.

REMARK. In the Semi-Continuity Theorem, if (99:!! a*) = 0, then r
can be taken to be oo and conclusions (i) and (iii) remain valid if S is

only assumed to be an arbitrary complex space.
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